English Translation
“A color LCD panel controller with 260 thousand colors display and with VGA compatibility
available in production”
Chips & Technologies, Inc. has developed a flat panel/CRT controller LSI with VGA compatibility capable of
displaying approximately 260 thousand colors, under a joint-development contract with ASCII Corporation. It
takes aim at interfacing with both active matrix color LCD panels such as TFT and MIM, and STN color LCD
panels. Most LCD flat panels provided by color panel vendors can be interfaced. Both frame duty cycling and
dither gray scalling methods are implemented.
Chips & Technologies, Inc. (CHIPS) began to ship 82C457, a flat panel/CRT controller LSI with VGA compatibility
capable of displaying approximately 260 thousand colors, in October of this year (1990) as a controller
designated for driving color flat panels. ASCII Corporation promoted the development jointly from the stage of
the product planning.
The major application is color LCD flat panel display of both active matrix such as TFT (Thin Film Transistor) and
MIM (Metal-Insulator-Metal), and STN. The largest market targeted is lap-top personal computers. Most LCD
color flat panels manufactured by Hitachi, Sharp, Seiko Epson, and Tottori Sanyo can be driven.
Cirrus Logic Inc. is under development of a similar general purpose controller, (refer to page 92, 8/20/1990).
However, 82C457 is the first functional product shipped.
82C411, 256x18 color pallete with on-chip DA converter for analog CRT, and 82C401, a clock generator, have put
on the market at the same time along with 82C457 as a three chips chip-set. By implementing two 64k x 16
DRAMs, a VGA compatible color flat panel subsystem can be assembled with the total five chips (see Figure 1).
Enhances color display capabilities
CHIPS has already been selling two IBM VGA compatible flat panel display controllers, 82C455 which provides 16
gray levels monochrome (in 1989) and 82C456 for 64 gray levels (in 1990).
82C456 can control color flat panels as well. But the number of colors is limited up to 64 because only six bits
color information (two bits for each R, G, and B) is returned from a regular VGA color pallete for CRT.
Furthermore, the 64 colors can be displayed only on STN panel because only two frame duty cycling methods
such as four levels and 16 levels are supported. The four levels frame duty cycling method produces flicker on
fast responsive active matrix LCD panels.
82C457 enhances the color display capability compared to the conventional products. To restrain the sales price,
control functions for monochrome panels were removed. The color information received from a color palette are
expanded to 18 bits (six bits for each R, G, and B). The color display in VGA mode 13 which simultaneously
displays 256 colors out of 260 thousand colors, can be achieved under the combination of 16 shade frame duty
cycling and dither on STN LCD display (see Figure 2).
Furthermore, three levels frame duty cycling method which provides no flicker on active matrix panels was
implemented (flicker may be observed if the frame frequency is lower than 95Hz). 729 colors can be displayed
on basic 8 color panels which simply turns on/off R, G, and B by combining with dither method. By applying
pulse width modulation onto 4096 color flat panels, 230 thousand colors can be displayed.
Applicable to most manufacturer's flat panels
Color LCD panels provided by each panel vendors have various interface specifications regarding the number of
data lines, the signal format, and the signal timing. Concerning the number of data lines, there are five types
ranging from 3 to 16 lines.
16 data output pins were assigned to achieve versality. Various flat panels with different interface specifications
can be driven by programming the flag bits of internal registers called Extension Register.
A special purpose controller optimized for a single type of flat panel eliminates such overhead. But CHIPS
estimates that “When customers adopt a general purpose controller, they can select a most feasible panel from
various flat panel vendors.”.
Divides into digital and analog portion
As described earlier, the chip-set on sale at this time is constructed by three chips. “As a result of consideration
of the production feasibility and reliability, we reached the solution of partitioning the chip to digital portion
(82C457) and analog portion (82C411 & 82C401).” (said CHIPS). 82C411 receives address signals from 82C457
and outputs 18 bit digital signals to 82C457. 82C401 generates three kinds of clocks. Clock0 and clock1 are
fixed to 25.175MHz and 28.322MHz based upon VGA specification. Clock2 for flat panel controller module can be
specified at one of 12 frequencies ranging from 12MHz to 40MHz.
The package of 82C457 is 160 pin plastic QFP, 64 pin plastic QFP for 82C411, 16 pin DIP or SOJ with 300mil
(about 7.62mm) width for 82C401. The chip-set is provided along with a machine dependent BIOS. The mass-

production is expected the first quarter of next year (1991). The sales price is $86.90 at 1,000 quantity. ASCII
distributes the chip-set in Japan.
(Kobayashi, Osamu = San Jose branch office)

Evaluation board for Chips and Technologies' 82C457 VGA flat panel graphics controller LSI (Aug. 1990)

